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MOBILIZATION OF ]'IELD MEDICAL UNITS. 
NO. 3.-DUTIES OF R.A.M.C. IN THE FIELD. 

WARFARE IN UNCIVILIZED COUNTRIES. 

By LIEUTENANT· COLONEL O. R. A. JULIAN, C.M.G. 
Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THE Pathan or hill man of the north-western frontier of India is a fine, 
tall, muscular individual with a European but slightly Jewish caste of 
features, and a skin tinted only with brown. He stalks along with an 
independent air, looking whoever he may meet straight in the face and 
treats the down-country native with contempt. He is honest, straight
forward, brave even to recklessness, but is very vindictive. Feuds 
between villages or individuals sometimes last for generations. Apparently 
friendly when they meet away from their homes and among strangers, 
the participants in a feud·will often make long detours on the way home 
on the chance of getting a pot shot at each other. When he wants to 
kill an enemy extraordinarily badly his code of honour is to catch that 
enemy asleep, or steal up behind him and stab him in the back, and if he 
himself escapes unhurt he is a hero. There is nothing much heard about 
the prisoners he takes in war, but none appear again, and rumour says 
it is not at all advisable to be taken prisoner by him. For all this he 
would feel dreadfully insulted if he were called a savage and would do 
his level best to wipe the insult out. When young, the excitement of 
raiding a village appeals to him. In the winter of 1907, after several 
minor aggressions, a large party collected, chiefly composed of a tribe 
named the Zakka Khels, entered Peshawar city, overpowered the police, 
looted the shops in a main street, including a bank, and went off joyfully, 
loaded with plunder, before any word of their doings reached canton
ments. This brought things to a climax and an expedition was talked 
about, but took no definite shape until towards the end of January, 1908, 
when orders to mobilize for manceuvres arrived. In Pesbawar there are 
several field hospitals ready mobilized-that is to say, the ordpance equip
ment, medical equipment and comfort panniers are in charge of the 
medical authorities and stored in buildings not far from the hospital. 
The Supply and Transport Corps provide the vehicles, harness and 
animals in India, so these field hospitals can be got ready to move in an 
hour or two. It is only a question of providing sufficient personnel. 
There are two kinds of hospitals, one called British field hospital and is 
for treatment of Europeans, the other called Indian or Native field 
hospital, ill which natives are treated. Both these units perform the 
duties of a field ambulance and are likely to be called so in the near 
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future. Some are fast moving, others slow moving, the former have 
mules for their transport, the latter oxen, but present little difference 
otherwise. The terms" slow" and" very slow" would perhaps be more 
appropriate. 

Bazar Valley Expedition.-Everyone, including natives, seemed to be 
quite aware what the so-called manceuvres were intended for and dis
played considerably more zeal in their preparations than usual. The 
scale of baggage was 35 lb. for an 0.0., 20 lb. for other officers and 10 lb. 
for men, not a great amount for camping in snow. Pack transport only 
was to be taken. Mountain batteries were to accompany the two brigades 
of infantry and a couple of regiments of cavalry, who with a compauyof 
sappers and miners and the hospitals constituted the force. The mules 
are led in strings of three by native drivers. The burdens of the former 
are hung on the hooks of the pack saddle on either side. At first there is 
difficulty in putting up the loads, for the army hospital corps natives, who 
have, of course, to do the work, do not get any practice in peace time. 
There are no regular transport serjeants available for hospitals, so a bom
bardier from a battery is sent instead, who has probably only worked with 
horses. The personnel of the hospital is composed of officers R.A.M.C. or 
I.M.S., assistant surgeons, nursing orderlies, who are regimental men who 
have been trained in hospital work, native ward servants, water carriers, 
cooks, washermen, and sweepers. The means of transporting sick are 
dhoolies, each carried by six bearers and used for lying-down patients, 
camel kajawahs-a sort of box in which a man can sit-and riding animals. 
The field force assembled just outside the Peshawar cantonments on 
February 12 and marched to J amrud and camped there for the night on 
the 13th. Next day it marched ,up the Khyber Pass to Ali-Masjid, 
where the 1st (General Anderson's) Brigade encamped, the 2nd (General 
Barrett's) Brigade moving further westwards. On the 15th the 1st 
Brigade left the road and proceeded along a little track on the hillside, 
where several mules came to grief, then across a river bed of large boulders 
and late in the afternoon reached Ohora. There was some difficulty in 
finding a camping· ground that could be easily defended. The spot selected 
was rather rough and uneven. Soon after settling down, a good deal of 
amusement was caused by men here and there suddenly sinking into the 
ground up to their shoulders and having to be hauled out. The camp 
was on the site of a Zakka-khel graveyard. There was no chance of 
moving, for darkness was setting in, put the men gave up taking short 
cuts. There was trouble about the water here. The river bed was the 
only way for men and animals to reach Walai, the next camping ground. 
Winding down the river bed was a small stream which was the only 
water supply for Chora, and all traffic had to cross the stream several 
times on the onward journey. At first boiled water was issued to the 
small garrison left here, but as the men did not like it, cold tea was 
substitnted. A curious incident, which illustrates the character of the 
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hill man, happened while the hospital was at Chora. One of the 
inhabitants of a village said to be friendly was shot near a picket. The 
enemy were sniping from a distance, so there was some probability 
that he might have been hit by one of their bullets and not by the picket. 
It was a question of importance, as his relations insisted that he had been 
killed without his giving any provocation. The body was brought into 
the village and there examined by two medical officers, the relations being 
present. They became a little threatening and, when turned away by the 
guard, were heard to mutter, 'c A life for a life," and looked very vindictively 
at one of the medical officers. Two days later that officer was severely 
wounded by a sniper while making the usual sanitary inspection of the 
camp. Judging from the direction of the bullet it must have been fired 
at very close range. Perhaps it was only a coincidence, but it is curious 
that this should be the only shot that was fired into this camp during the 
daytime. At Walai the force was encamped in a large basin-shaped 
nullah surrounded by hills that were easily picketed. There was a 
narrow gorge running out into the Bazar Valley, and one or other brigade 
moved out daily into the valley and attacked and more or less destroyed 
one or more of the villages in the vicinity. The enemy did not put up 
much of a fight after the first day, but always managed to make things 
fairly warm for the troops as they withdrew to return to camp in the 
evening. The villages of Chena, Halwai, Nikai and Jabagai, not to 
mention Walai and a few smaller ones, are unlikly to forget the visit for 
a long time to come. During this halt at Walai, tbe enemy's snipers 
nightly managed to creep inside the outpost line, and for a short time 
made good practice at any lights; The headquarters camp got a volley 
just a few inches above their heads while at dinner and the same night 
one of the hospital lamps was smashed. The next night a colour-serjeant 
was wounded. Before very long the troops made pits to sleep in and the 
hospitals were protected with walls of stones and forage bales. It seems 
advisable to bear this in mind, for in campaigns of the future snipers may 
approach on the first night the troops encamp. 

The medical arrangements, when the brigades made an attack, were 
for each unit to be accompanied by a medical officer and the regimental 
stretcher-bearers, and a combined party from the British and the Indian 
field hospitals to form a movable dressing station. This consisted of three 
medical officers and assistant surgeons, two nursing orderlies and a few 
Army Hospital Corps natives, six dhoolies, and about twenty riding 
animals, a couple of pairs of panniers, some comforts, cooking pots and 
firewood. This party followed the brigade about, taking care to keep well 
up, for there was no rearguard. The valley was level, nearly 18 miles 
long and 6 miles wide. Troops could he kept well in sight, even those on 
the flanks. Whenever heavy firing occurred some of the dhoolies would 
be taken in the direction by a medical officer. Every now and then a fire 
was lit and hot water kept always ready and carried about. When 
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wounded were brought in a couple of waterproof sheets were spread on 
the ground, the panniers taken off the mule and the patient treated and 
dressed, and then he accompanied the party, either on a riding animal or 
in a dhoolie, until the force returned to camp, for there was no chance of 
sending him back before. From the camp at Walai sick and wounded 
were transferred by easy stages to Peshawar, there being a section of a 
hospital stationed at each of the three camps en route. They travelled 
down in dhoolies, kajawahs, and on mules and ponies. On February 27, 
some 1,200 Zakka·Khels came in and laid down their arms and a durbar 
was held. They promised to be good in future and the expedition returned 
to Peshawar. The last night spent at Walai was intensely cold, snow 
fell at 10 p.m., followed later by a blizzard of blindipg sleet; everyone was 
drenched to the skin trying to load the mules in the dark; no lights or 
fires were allowed, for in former times, in spite of all submission, the hill· 
men could not resist the temptation of having a final go at the troops 
when they were occupied in packing up, but this time they refrained. 
Only thirty· five casualties had occurred, and sick were not numerous, but 
several cases of enteric fever happened after our return, which were 
attributable to .the expedition. 

Mohmand Expedition.-The Mohmands, whose country lies due north 
of Peshawar, had collected a smalllashkar or army to assist the Zakka
Khels, but the sudden termination of the affair left them with nothing 
to do, so they commenced raiding on their own account, and our small 
garrisons at Shabkadar, Matta and Abazai sent in for reinforcements. 
These villages are due north of Peshawar, at a distance of 16, 20 and 23 
miles. On April 19 some of our troops were fired on, while marching 
along the Matta Road, three casualties occurring. Matters quickly reached 
a crisis, for at 2 a.m. on the 20th orders were received to march to Shab
kadar at 5 a.m. without any previous warning at alL The night was 
exceptionally dark. The men on duty at the hospital roused up the others, 
and the nursing orderlies were luckily met near by. Carts were obtained 
from the S. and T. Corps, who were quite ready to issue them, and the field 
hospital was loaded up. After some delay we marched to the rendezvous, 
and when the troops had all assembled a start was made. The march 
was long, the heat after 11 a.m. intense, and the road full of dust. Three 
hundred men fell out on the way and were carried in the tong as and 
transport carts, but all of them rejoined their units on arrival in Shab
kadar. Early next day Matta was reached, and the force settled down 
in a perimeter camp made by the troops already there. Sniping occurred 
at night, so large square pits were dug in the hospital camp, the tents 
being pitched over them in anticipation of there being a considerable 
number of wounded. Messages from the General during the night failed 
to reach the hospital, either due to the sniping or to a stampede of horses 
alarming the messengers, so the S.M.O. was ordered to remain in the 
Brigade headquarters camp. This was for many reasons a great im-
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provement, and facilitated medical arrangements so much that the 
advantage of a similar procedure being followed in future campaigns is 
well worthy of consideration. On April 23, large numbers of the enemy 
were seen coming over the Burjina Pass, and descending to the lower 
hills, where they appeared to be digging rifle pits. Many were dressed in 
white, and several carried standards. Some ventured out on the plain 
which stretched from the foot of the hills to our camp, but the R.F.A. 
'guns persuaded them to quit. It should be mentioned that as a good 
road was available the hospitals had come out fully equipped with 
ambulance tongas, and there were sixteen other ambulance tongas in 
addition. On the evening of the 23rd, orders were received from General 
Willcocks to attack the enemy on the next morning. General Auderson, 
who commanded the Matta Brigade, said that, as the enemy were so 
superior in numher, rapid changes in the disposition of our troops might 
be necessary. He therefore wished all wounded to be removed from the 
field as quckly as practicable, and only such medical arrangements to be 
made as would ensure that the free movement of troops would in no way 
be hampered by them. This order necessitated some little departure from 
the ordinary procedure as the ox tongas could only move very slowly. 
The force was about 1,400 strong,' and was composed of portions of 
eight different units. 

Medical arrangements were made as follows: Twenty-four well
horsed transport carts were obtained from the transport officer; twelve 
were fitted for sitting-up patients, and in the other twelve hospital 
palliasses and pillows stuffed with grass and blankets were placed. Each 
cart was then placed in charge of a nursing orderly or a selected ward 
servant. 

The field hospitals, less personnel, required for dressing stations were 
ordered to remain in camp and· have everything ready for the reception 
of wounded. 

Two dressing station parties, similar to those mentioned previously 
as movable dressing stations, with their dhoolies, but with three carts 
apiece instead of riding animals, were to follow up the advance, one behind 
the right centre and one behind the left. 

The S.M.O. with the remainder of the carts in reserve, extra dressings 
and comforts, was to follow the centre of the force and feed the dressing 
station parties with transport, &c., as required. 

The ox tongas were to be hooked in and parked near the entrance of 
the camp, but not to move out unless specially sent for, and then only to 
come out to meet the carts and take over their wounded. 

All carts and tongas when loaded to proceed to the field hospitals in 
camp, and hand over the patients, and then return to their stations in the ' 
field. 

A medical officer or an assistant surgeon was told off to each detach
ment of the force to work with the regimental stretchers and dhoolies. 
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The Actt:on.-The road runs nearly due north from Matta. -The 
position occupied by the enemy was situated on some low hills parallel 
with and about two miles from the road, the intervening ground being 
slightly undulating. The enemy faced the road, and at their back were 
high hills, over which ran a rough mule track, leading through the Burjina 
Pass, so their line of retreat was secure. At 6 a.m. on April 24 our troops 
moved out along the road, and were joined by detachments from Garhi
Sadar and Abazai. They then left the road and advanced in extended 
order towards the enemy's position, the guns, trotting on ahead for about 
a thousand yards, took up a position, and opened fire. The cavalry moved 
up on the right flank. The infantry advanced under cover of the guns, 
and for a time there was a very heavy and continuous fire. Both bearer 
parties worked very well, and the supply of carts, &c., to them was 
carried out quite easily. At times when casualties were numerous some 
of the reserve carts were sent forward beyond the dressing station parties 
to meet the stretchers and dhoolies, and to take the wounded from them 
and bring them directly into the place where the reserve carts were 
waiting. The dressings were adjusted there before sending the patients 
on to the field hospitals. With field glasses it was easy to pick out 
loaded stretchers coming from the front. Some conspicuous object near, 
such as a bush, boulder, &c., was then pointed out to one of the orderlies 
in charge of the carts, and he was told to take his cart to the indicated 
place at a gallop, and to judge the rate at which he could return by the 
patient's condition. These carts were never fired on, although one or two 
of them missed their patients, and went on so far that officers at the front 
ordered them back. Soon after 10 a.m. the enemy commenced to retire 
up the hills. Our wounded had all been sent to the hospitals in camp 
when a message was received from the General to withdraw the dressing 
station parties. A few of the cases who were severely wounded were 
sent all the way to the field hospitals on stretchers by order of th's 
medical officers. Our casualties were, British 21, Indian Army 35. 

Another column was acting on our left in which two casualties 
occurred. Every medical oflicer and subordinate worked hard and well, 
and the General signified his approval of their work. 

Next day the whole of the wounded were transferred to the Military 
Hospital at Peshawar by ambulance tongas. 

It may be of interest to point out that any departures from the 
customary lines for removing wounded from the field is apt to be 
misinterpreted, for in the following June an article appeared in one 
of the newspapers of which an extract is -quoted below :-

"After the fight at Matta Moghul Khel, where the British casualties 
were sixty odd, there was not a single dhooly or ambulance, or field 
hospital or medical organization of any description. The dead and 
wounded had simply to be carried by their comrades, sometimes several 
miles, and the chance taken that some kind-hearted regimental doctor, 
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or apothecary, might be met. It may be added that to carry. each 
wounded man thus takes six rifles from the firing line." 

General Sir J ames Willcocks wrote a strong letter describing every 
word of this statement as a "wilful untruth." 

A short extract is given from an article published in answer to this 
in the same paper: "Our correspondent and everyone else concerned 
regret the pUblication of this inaccurate statement." 

The Mohmands suffered very heavily in the Matta fight, for they 
left some of their dead on the field and temporarily disappeared from 
that border of their country. 

After the fight there was a lull for a week, when an attack was made 
on Lundi-Kotal which the speedy arrival of the 2nd and 3rd Brigades 
rendered abortive. 

The time up to May 13 was spent in preparing for the advance into 
the Mohmand country, which commenced on that date, and it is proposed 
to give a short description of some of the more important events that 
took place there and a few remarks on duties on the lines of communi. 
cation in the next lecture. 

LECTURE NO. 4. 

AFTER the affair at Matta Moghul Khel, the Mohmands withdrew 
from the border and our forces concentrated at Shabkadar, prepara
tive to a punitive expedition. Two infantry brigades, three mountain 
batteries and a regiment of Indian cavalry formed the expeditionary 
force. The wheeled transport was handed in and loads made up for 
pack animals. The preservation of a sanitary condition of the camps 

. became extremely difficult, as supply convoys were arriving late in the 
evening and moving off at daybreak the following day. No men except 
pressed sweepers were available for cleaning up, and there was no 
sanitary organization or practically none among the Indian troops, who 
were pouring in daily. Then, to add to the anxiety, cholera broke out 
both at Matta and Shabkadar. The source of infection, however, was 
soon traced to the line of communication. Telegrams were sent to warn 
troops on the way up, but it was not until a considerable number of cases 
had occurred, and the necessary precautions had been taken of bringing 
parties throngh without allowing them to obtain food or drink on the 
way, that the outbreak ceased. The importance of tracing the source of 
an outbreak of cholera cannot be overestimated. 

On~1\!fay 13, the force advanced. Nahakki was reached on the 16th, 
a section of a field hospital being detached on the way at both Dand and 
at Galanai to provide for the local garrisons and to form transmitting and 
resting places for sick and wounded sent back from the front. . The only 
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drinking water to be found was in a large pond near the village. The 
banks were made of earth with clay puddled on the inside to prevent 
leakage. Rain was the source of the supply. There were no protecting 
rails or walls to prevent animals polluting the water. The custom 
appeared to be for the animals to drink from the shallow part on one 
side, while the inhabitants dipped out their water where the bank was 
steeper on the other, and the washing was done between. The water 
was yellow and thick and tea made from it was greyish in colour and 
unpleasant. Small hand pumps with hoses were used by the troops to 
draw water from the centre of the pond, and some canvas . troughs rigged 
up. Alum cleared the water quickly, but the Indian troops preferred it 
thick. Various purifying" tabloids" were tried, but the heat of the sun 
caused some chemical change to occur in the water so treated, and a very 
strong flavour of iodoform developed, so the experiment was discontinued. 
Many of the Mohmand villages have no other water than that obtained 
from similar ponds, so are dependent entirely upon the rainfall for their 
existence. From N ahakki the brigades moved out alternately and 
attacked villages in the vicinity. Sections of the British and Indian 
field hospitals accompanied the troops and, during an attack, dealt with 
wounded on the same principle as that adopted on the Zakka-Khel 
expedition. At night perimeter camps were made. These are roughly 
circular in shape, the circumference being formed by digging a trench 
and making a wall outside it with the excavated earth and stones. The 
troops sleep in the trench, the transport, hospitals and other followers are 
packed in the enclosure. As a rule a few houses, walls or rocks are 
enclosed when the camp is constructed to prevent the enemy firing across 
at the defenders on the opposite side, and to afford some protection to 
the hospitals, but it is generally necessary to commence making some 
provision for wounded directly the hospital gets in. This must be done 
by the hospital staff, for the troops have as much as ever they can do 
to complete the perimeter before dark, when the enemy's snipers crawl 
up. Small latrines with a protecting wall should be made just outside 
the trenches, a gap being left in the wall of the perimeter. When 
pickets are sent to occupy hills that overlook the camp it is advisable 
to provide them with some kind of receptacle for urine, &c. It is often 
impossible for them to leave their sangar at all during the night, as 
these posts are an attraction to the enemy. The only ones during the 
expedition were at Lakai and were attacked in a most determined 
manner, the enemy coming close up to the sangars and killing the greater 
part of the defenders before assistance could be sent. 

On the 20th the 1st Brigade marched northward from Nahakki to 
make a sweep round the couIl:try, and that evening had to fight for the 
possession of a water-tank. Four officers and twenty-one men were 
wounded. The following day the advance was continued over a flat 
valley, the force moving in a square formation, the infantry marching on 
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the four sides of the square around a struggling mass of men and animals. 
The cavalry moved round the square, but the enemy mauaged to get in 
some long shots. Regimental medical officers and stretcher-bearers 
marched with their units, and the hospital pack animals with the supply 
and transport. The hospital dhoolies and riding animals, under medical 
officers and assistant surgeons, were distributed in a line across the square 
just in front of the infantry who formed the rear face of the square. This 
appears to be the best position for bearer divisions in a square, for there is 
no chance of any wounded being missed. Should the direction be changed 
on the march it would be possible for the bearers to move round close to 
the troops to a corresponding position, or to reuder assistance on any face 
of the square in the event of an attack. It would be difficult to carry 
stretchers or dhoolies through the square and cause confusion if attempts 
were made to pick up wounded among the moving animals. When a man 
was hit and fell, another fell out and stood over him until the animals 
passed, and then the bearers coming on just in front of the rear face of the 
square, lifted the patient into a dhoolie and carried him along, dressings 
being applied while on the move, and i gr. of morphia being placed on 
his tongue if he was in pain. A few of these little morphia powders 
may often be useful on service, when there would be delay in giving a 
hypodermic injection. Syringes have a tendency to go wrong on these 
occasions. 

The only engagement of importance that took place was at Kargha, 
where several thousand of the enemy blocked the way down the bed of a 
tributary of the Ambahar river, and heavy fighting occurred before they 
were dislodged. Some waited too long and were overtaken by our cavalry. 
The sabre wounds seen were of the back and shoulders, great gaping 
wounds, but bleeding was not as severe as might have been expected. The 
men were suffering from shock, but after their wounds had been treated, 
and they had had a short sleep, they went away. On these frontier 
expeditions it is advisable to be prepared for a sudden increase in the 
number of wounded toward the end of an action, for Ghazis may appear 
on the scene when least expected. These men, for reasons of their own, 
either, religious or bloodthirsty, have made up their minds to sacrifice 
their lives but. to kill as many of the enemy as they can before doing so. 
Three parties of these were met with during the expedition, consisting of 
five, six, and eight men. The five concealed themselves in a village which 
our troops had taken and suddenly rushed upon some sappers who were 
at demolition work, killing three and wounding two before they were 
despatched. The eight rose out of a field of corn close to our firing 
line. The party of six hid in some small ruins and opened fire on the 
transport column. Generally they were young men between 20 and 30 
years of age, and of fine physique. 

This kind of warfare is very trying to the troops, and it is chiefly the 
excitement that keeps them going. The routine is: marching or standing 
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about most of the day under a broiling sun; a rearguard action on the 
. way into camp; aud then furious digging to get the perimeter protection 

made before dusk. Every night a fusillade into the camp and a rush 
expected. Sick and wounded accumulating daily and having to be carried 
on from camp to camp. The day that news came in that the Mohmands 
had surrendered, our hospitals had been cleared by a convoy from the 
2nd Brigade, but within au hour there were ninety admissions. The 
excitement was over and the men broke down. The total casualties were 
257 killed and wounded. There were 185 horses and a large number of 
mules killed or wounded by gunshot. 

LINES OF COMMUNICATION IN SAVAGE WARFARE. 

If the country is not accurately known the sites for posts on the 
lines of communication are selected as the force advances. Troops to 
form the garrison are left and with them one or more sections of a 
medical unit. A perimeter camp is laid out and sangars built for any 
outposts that are required. The whole force generally halts for the 
night at or near the spot selected. Unless care is taken to protect the 
ground chosen for the permanent camp as well as the water supply, 
irreparable damage may be done during these few hours. Troops going 
on active service are liable to be careless and have little consideration 
for those who have to remain. Sometimes they are wilfully negligent. 
For example, a large body of irregulars instead of using their latrine 
were seen dotted about all' around their camp behind bushes and tufts 
of grass. Constant vigilance is necessary on the part of the medical 
officers until efficient sanitary police are available. In the perimeter for 
the first few days a small night latrine and urinal can be made from 
empty tin-lined biscuit boxes as a makeshift until a few buckets or 
pails can ·be procured. Notices for the direction of troops and convoys 
halting at the post, showing the camping grounds, watering places for 
men and animals, latrines, &c., are useful. Each Indian hospital has 
a set of stencil plates. These notices prevent men and animals being 
kept waiting about for instructions and the ground being fouled close 
to the lines of the permanent garrison. 

Evacuation of Wounded.-For these expeditions the clearing hospital 
would be unlikely to prove suitable. A collecting ambulance formed 
of dhoolies, stretchers, bearers, and riding animals, which could be 
sent out when required, with the supply convoys, to bring back wounded 
from the troops at the front, would meet requirements better. In the 
intervals the medical officer and personnel could be employed in the 
hospitals at the head of the line of communications. It is as well to 
hesitate, at least on the Indian frontier, before placing a great deal of 
reliance on assistance in evacuating wounded from the supply and 
transport corps. Wounded men cannot travel far, if at all, on a pack-
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saddled animal. Even when the roads permit wheeled vehicles it is 
more than likely that camels instead of carts will be used by the Trans
port Corps, for the former are the normal Indian transport. The direct 
system is not always adopted by transport on the line of communication. 
Staging and meeting systems are not as satisfactory as the direct for 
severely wounded, for in the latter case the same medical officers and 
attendants accompany the wounded throughout the journey and hand 
them over at the base; the better bearers, drivers, and quieter animals 
are selected for the worst cases, and the vehicles, if any, can be 
made more comfortable than if they were changed daily . 

• 

1Report. 

THE FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS. 

By MAJOR S. L. CUMMINS. 
Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THE Fourth Annual Conference of the National Association for the 
Prevention of Tuberculosis, held at Manchester, on June 5, 6, 7, has a 
unique importance as immediately preceding the coming into force of 
the National Insurance Act, a measure which proposes to devote large 
sums of money to the prevention and cure of this disease. It is obvious 
that the opinions expressed at the Conference, embodying as they do the 
latest scientific thought on the subject in this country, should prove of 
great assistance to the Health Committees in formulating schemes for 
using the funds to be placed at their disposal under the Act. 

The proceedings of the Conference will soon be available, so that an 
attempt to summarize the various papers is unnecessary, but it may be 
of value to state briefly the general impression produced by the Conference 
asa whole. 

The whole trend of the discussions emphasized the paramount im
portance of tuberculosis as a disease of childhood, and the points brought 
most forcibly to _the front were as follows ;-

(1) That tuberculosis, whilst rare in infants and very young children, 
is attended amongst them by a rapid course and a high mortality. 

(2) With each year of advancing childhood the disease becomes more 
common and less severe. Tuberculosis is the principal disease of child
hood; and there is reason to believe that by fifteen years of age the 
majority have been tuberculized to some extent, though as a rule not 
sufficiently to interfere with general health. 
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